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Synagogue Architecture in Lithuania

Sergey R. Kravtsov

Synagogue architecture in Lithuania is an inseparable part of world cultural heritage, and comprises an important chapter in Lithuanian and Jewish architectural history. The built record of Jewish communities is still visible on the Lithuanian landscape. Despite massive losses caused by the Holocaust and purposeful Soviet neglect, there are more wooden synagogues and batei midrash in Lithuania than anywhere else in Europe. However, these structures are only a fraction of the former abundance of buildings which, though often modest, suited well the needs of particular communities, were accepted by neighbors and approved by authorities. The significance of synagogue architecture, once obvious to the members of this traditional society, has been irreversibly lost along with the human and material losses of these communities, and due to the lack of public interest. The present research gives us an opportunity to reveal and to present the visible vestiges of the built heritage traceable through the physical and archival evidence, and to explain how it was created, conceived, charged with meanings and served the Jewish communities in Lithuania.

Architecture is largely understood today as an activity of designing and constructing buildings, and in this respect Jewish architecture may be specified as that serving the needs of a Jewish community. Moreover, works of architecture are often perceived as works of art. This determines rules of judgment on architecture, since when meeting with an artwork, “intellectual reflection rescues itself from the here and now, revealing the Truth beyond the sensuous reality.”1 The architecture of religious buildings gives an idea of the truth sought by the believers. A place of worship, its physical shell, organizes the space for ritual and gives a visual expression of the religious group’s concepts of their sacred history, its beginnings and milestones, prophesies and eschatology. In the case of Jewish places of prayer, a synagogue building, its space, liturgical appliances and decoration all point to one invariable and essential geographical place in sacred history, the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Believers connect this place with the sacrifice of Isaac, the construction of the Temple by King Solomon, its desecrations and restitutions, the advent of the expected Messiah, redemption, and other religious, ethical and cultural imperatives. Thus the Jewish congregation in its prayers departs from the here and now for the sake of the Jewish there and then, the group’s ultimate truth. Accordingly, the architecture serving the Jewish community may be specified as the Jewish architecture after its teleology, the final spiritual destination.2 Traditional Judaism understands this destination literally, assuming, for instance, that all the synagogues and batei midrash of
the Diaspora will be miraculously transferred to the Holy Land in messianic times.\footnote{In Lithuania the architectural expressions of distinctively Jewish devotion were numerous; they start with choosing east and southeast as the direction towards Jerusalem, the direction of prayer. Only for the architecture of Reform (Progressive) Judaism, unpopular in Lithuania, the impact of the Jewish traditionalist eschatology is not obvious, since this religious denomination replaced the messianic vision with that of a better world in which liberal ideas would triumph.}

Synagogue architecture, however, is not based solely – or even mainly – on eschatological aspiration. The shaping of synagogue architecture in a given place and time depends first on climate, building materials and traditions. This is especially so in Lithuania, where Jews lived for centuries, and where synagogue architecture had a long history, starting in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and benefited from the rich architectural experience of a vast country in which numerous Jewish communities, at times the world’s largest Jewish population, dwelt. In the northern part of the Commonwealth, which today forms the Republic of Lithuania, synagogue design was adjusted to the severe climate, which demanded effective protection from harsh winters, requiring heating during a considerable period of the year. In this area wood was the perfect building material, because of its abundance and because of the vast experience in working with this medium in construction and decoration.

A wooden synagogue can be defined in folk, traditional, vernacular and professional terms, but in actuality it combines features of all of them. Wooden synagogue building was based on a well-tested tradition of log construction, with highly efficient details of notching. This tradition belongs to a vast region, embracing parts of today’s Russia, Ukraine, Poland, the Baltic and Scandinavian countries, from where it crossed the Atlantic and spread throughout North America. The methods of spanning a log house in the Commonwealth, including Lithuania, followed western European patterns invented and perfected within Gothic lore of skeleton structures. These roofs differed from those customary in Russia and among the Orthodox and Greek-Catholic churches of the Commonwealth, where ascending offset logs shaped the slopes. The roofs and wooden vaults of the wooden synagogues used the occidental methods of wooden Catholic churches with their vaults built into the roof trusses.\footnote{Thus, wooden synagogues combined diverse, oriental and occidental building traditions, adapting them to the needs of Jewish communities. Professional architects were clearly involved in the construction of many edifices, since their details corresponded to the classical orders, and sophisticated geometrical constructions would have been impossible without special training.}

Besides the inevitable dependence on the local building tradition, the Jews had to adjust their sacred architecture to the demands of authorities. This matter was especially sensitive in the royal and ducal cities, where the Catholic Church, starting with the synod of Piotrków (1542), hampered construction of new masonry synagogues. It also entailed restrictions on their location, demanding that they be built far from the main market square and from Catholic churches, and from streets where the Church held its processions. The synagogues’ height and exterior refinement were limited in those exceptional cases where new building permits were issued. In many cities owned by the nobles such restrictions were neglected, especially concerning wooden synagogues, which were overlooked – in contrast to the masonry ones – by the Catholic synods. This allowed Jews to make more favorable architectural arrangements in such towns, as a
result of agreements between noble magnates and Jewish communities who shared mutual economic interests. In many cases, noblemen donated building material and sponsored synagogues in their cities.

This situation changed with the partition of the Commonwealth and the expansion of the Russian Imperial rule over the Lithuanian lands. As the Jews were a new group in the Russian Empire, many legislative limitations were modeled on European patterns, including those of the Commonwealth. Some novelties were introduced in this field: the construction law of Nicholas I (r. 1825–55) ruled that a synagogue should not be closer than 100 sazhens (213.36 m) to any Christian church on the same street, and at least 50 sazhens from a church in another street. In practice, this distance was drafted on town plans. The building aspirations of the Jewish communities in this period suffered from persecutions of the Polish and Lithuanian nobility, which was punished for its participation in the anti-tsarist uprisings of 1830–31 and 1863. As the Russian authorities deprived the owners of the cities and estates of their ancestral properties, the Jewish population lost its traditional role in the country’s economic life. Furthermore, Jewish communities left without their former benefactors had to face a much more stringent Russian bureaucracy, and had less leeway with regard to the restrictions of the imperial authorities. The designing of synagogues was concentrated in the hands of the governmental provincial architects. Approval of the synagogues’ designs in the Kingdom of Poland was entrusted to the State Commission for Interior and Religious Affairs in force between 1815 and 1867. Upon the dissolution of the State Commission in 1871, this function became exclusive prerogative of the Department for Foreign (i.e. not Russian Orthodox) Religions at the Interior Office of the Russian Empire in St. Petersburg. Designs for synagogues in the area under direct imperial jurisdiction were approved by the provincial authorities. The cultural situation changed in the interwar decades in the Republics of Lithuania and Poland, between which the territory of today’s Lithuania had been divided, and where the formal limitations on the synagogue architecture were abolished; at that time, building permissions were issued by local authorities on common grounds.

Under this long-lasting, changing but strong control, the synagogue architecture of Lithuania demonstrated great adaptability, as well as great conformity. This may be seen in the synagogues’ layout; their composition of masses; their design; their exterior signage; their liturgical appliances and interior decoration; and their architectural style. These were not only visible formal features of an edifice, nor were these only qualities pertinent to particular periods, but also bearers of meanings conceivable by Jews and by their neighbors. The following discussion of synagogue architecture will follow these items.

**Synagogue Layout**

The prayer hall is the core of a traditional synagogue. One of the most characteristic features or popular concepts used in organization of the space of the masonry prayer-hall in Lithuania was the four-pier scheme. It suited the liturgical custom of the Ashkenazi Jews to place the bimah in the center of the hall. The four-pier arrangement is traceable to the late sixteenth century, and in the following centuries became a hallmark of Jewish sacred architecture in the Commonwealth. It was introduced for the first time probably in the Old Synagogue at the Polish city of Przemyśl (1592–94), questionably attributed to an Italian architect, Andrea Pellegrino Bononi. It was a building with four heavy columns placed at the four corners of the central bimah. The columns carried a cubic arched
structure, supporting – together with the exterior walls – the barrel vaulting on the four sides of the prayer hall. The columns were crowned with Corinthian capitals that did not correspond to the proportions of the heavy shafts, which were akin rather to the Doric order. Apparently, the architect intended to employ the Corinthian order notwithstanding the structural requirements. This decision may reflect a known trend in European art, where the Temple of Jerusalem was presented as an exotic edifice of elaborate architectural order. It may have been borrowed from the twisted, so-called Solomonic Corinthianesque columns, which were thought to be derived from the Temple, and became a motif especially fashionable in the Catholic world at the time when the old St. Peter’s basilica in Rome was under reconstruction. Thus, the Solomonic idea, a programmatic reference to the Temple of Jerusalem, may have been present in the four-pier synagogue design as early as the late sixteenth century. Other suggestions about possible meanings of this design include the influence of Byzantine architecture, the Renaissance leaning towards a centric space, architectural expression of the wooden tower from which biblical Ezra proclaimed his post-Babylonian prophecy (Neh. 8:4), a reference to some unknown Italian pattern, an answer to cabalistic liturgical concepts, and the introduction of the Lekha Dodi prayer in the sixteenth-century liturgy.

This four-pier synagogue layout, also called a bimah-support, a four-pillar tabernacle or a clustered-column, spread eastward, westward and northward, reaching the Grand Duchy of Lithuania by the seventeenth century. By the end of the eighteenth century it was applied in a vast number of synagogues. Most of these buildings assumed the Tuscan order appropriate to their massive, often octagonal piers surrounding the bimah, whereas only a few synagogues, like the one in Tarnów, bore Corinthianesque decoration similar to that in Przemyśl. This shift in synagogue design illustrates the neglect of the initial concept, and the emergence of new ideas as the bimah-support scheme spread to new locations. It was reinterpreted, as the inscription from 1772 on the central support in the synagogue of Tykocin testifies: “The name of the Lord is a strong tower; the righteous runs into it and is safe” (Proverbs 18:10).

An important development of the four-pier layout occurred in the 1620s, when the first so-called nine-bay synagogues with equal vaulted bays started being constructed. These synagogues avoided the inconvenience of the bimah-support, where massive piers impeded the visual and acoustic contact between the congregation and the bimah. The first known structures of the nine-bay type were the Great Suburban Synagogue of L’viv (1624–32), and the Maharsha Synagogue of Ostroh (Ostróg, ca. 1627). These two spacious edifices (built by the same architect, apparently Jacomo Medleni) repeated a hall layout with four octagonal piers, Composite capitals bearing a Doric abacus above the Corinthian acanthus, and retaining arches supporting nine equal bays of groin-vaults. The inverse (Doric over Corinthian) usage of the order, and the nine-bay scheme of the ground plan, suggest that the architect employed a highly popular treatise by Juan Bautista Villalpando with its imagery of the Temple of Jerusalem presented as a nine-bay compound, adorned with a specific order featuring Doric elements over the Corinthianesque ones. Actually, the further transfer of this concept by Jewish refugees from the Commonwealth to the Netherlands fully revealed its meaning in the Great Ashkenazi and the Great Portuguese Synagogues of Amsterdam (1670–71 and 1671–75 respectively). In the nine-bay synagogues, the four columns probably symbolized the Levites: Moses and his brother Aaron treated as one unit, together with the sons of
Gershon, Menari, and Kohath, while the twelve perimeter wall bays stood for the twelve tribes of Israel, as proposed an explanatory scheme of the Temple by Villalpando (Fig. 1). In the later Portuguese Jewish tradition, the four central columns were reinterpreted as four mothers of Israel.

The first known four-pier synagogue in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was the Great Synagogue of Vilnius built in 1633. This edifice combined high Tuscan columns reaching the spring of the vault, a characteristic feature of the nine-bay scheme, with central supports standing close together and the perimeter of the prayer hall spanned by barrel vaults with lunettes, like in the bimah-support synagogues. Judging from this mixture of features pertinent to diverse architectural concepts, we may regard the Great Synagogue of Vilnius as a daring attempt to develop the bimah-support synagogue in the direction of more spacious four-pier layout. Though the Vilnius scheme facilitated a grandiose design and an unprecedented span of the hall exceeding those of L’viv and Ostroh, it was not repeated elsewhere. Nevertheless, its seminal role as a four-pier model for the later synagogues of Lithuania should not be underestimated.

The four-pier scheme in all its variations, including a comparatively late modification with a large central bay, became highly popular in the seventeenth- to nineteenth-century synagogues of Lithuania. The number of four-pier synagogues reached about thirty, or almost one-third of all known preserved synagogue designs and renditions in the country. As the excessively massive bimah-support vanished from building practice, it was substituted by a four-pier layout with a smaller central bay, and lighter spanning constructions instead of heavy perimeter barrel vaulting. There were fourteen synagogues with closed-in piers, or nearly half of all four-pier synagogues in Lithuania.

The nine-bay scheme, which is found in the rest of the four-pier synagogues, underwent changes as well. Already around the mid-eighteenth century, a central bay cupola hidden under the roof became popular in the masonry and wooden synagogues of the Commonwealth. The masonry sail vaults, the longitudinal wooden barrel vaults, and finally the joisted ceilings, sometimes adorned with coffering, replaced the nine groined vaults.

The industrial revolution of the nineteenth century led to another noticeable shift relating to all the synagogues with interior supports: massive piers gave way to slender metal columns, cast or rolled. For instance, in Marijampolė, in the Hakhnasat Orḥim Synagogue at 5 Butlerienės Street (Valerii Rybarskii, 1899), the metal columns acquired a balustrade below and a decorative grill-work on top, all accentuated with dark paint, spatially framing the bimah. However, this trend was not uniform; it depended on technical, economic and aesthetic considerations of particular communities and architects. In many places, the massive supports were constructed anew or renovated in the nineteenth century.

A considerably smaller group of six synagogues possessed only two interior supports placed across the hall, in most cases at the rear of the bimah. Little known beyond Lithuania, this layout raises questions concerning its meaning. As it was accompanied in Utena with a persistent motif of two columns in the synagogue’s exterior decoration, we may cautiously suggest that it might refer to Jachin and Boaz, the two pillars standing to the left and right at the porch of Solomon’s Temple (1 Kings 7:21). It is possible that the Lithuanian synagogues borrowed their two-pier scheme from the seventeenth-century Great Synagogue of Minsk, where such piers supported the women’s section.
There were several other interior arrangements, limited to a modest number of applications, whether borrowed from the nineteenth-century European practice of synagogue design or home-bred. An imported scheme was the basilical plan, with a high nave and lower and narrower aisles, and women’s galleries installed in the rear, lateral or on three sides of the hall. Sometimes, galleries were combined with the four central piers, preserved from an older structure or newly designed (the Great Synagogue of Kalvėnija and the Choral Taharat Ha-Kodesh Synagogue of Vilnius respectively). In Vilnius the four massive piers coexisted with the slender supports of the galleries, alluding to both the “native” four-pier layout and the basilical plan of the Progressive synagogues imported from the West, thus giving a visual expression of progress merged with venerable tradition. By and large the impact of Progressive synagogue interior arrangements was limited and superficial. For instance, the central location of bimah, an old custom in Ashkenazi synagogues, remained a standard, while the Progressive design of a bimah shifted eastwards and connected to the Torah ark is known in the Taharat Ha-Kodesh Synagogue in Vilnius, the Ohel Yaakov Synagogue in Kaunas and the design for a synagogue in Utena by Antanas Matulis (1933). The least successful original local trial was the design for the synagogue in Krekenava (Keraitis, 1927), where three transverse aisles were separated by rows of three posts, including those erected in front of the entrance door and the Torah ark.

The layout of the wooden synagogues deserves special attention. The oldest known wooden synagogues of Lithuania belonged to the so-called Białystok–Hrodna group, including synagogues of Hrodna (Polish Grodno, Lithuanian Gardinas) and Voŭpa (Polish Wolpa) in Belarus, Janów Sokolski, Końskie, Nowe Miasto on the Pilica River, Suchowola and Zabłudów in Poland, and Jurbarkas, Šaukėnai and Valkininkai in Lithuania, built in the eighteenth century. Their prayer halls were spanned with multi-tier octagonal cove domes, supported by interior pillars or tied to the roof construction. The most elaborate synagogues, like those of Valkininkai (Fig. 2) and Voŭpa combined two types of prayer hall layout: the four-pier, and another one, void of interior supports. The latter type was deeply rooted in wooden synagogue building; it implied a flat ceiling or a barrel vault in older synagogues, and an octagonal cove dome traceable to its first known example of Hvizdets (Polish Gwoździec) (before 1729, in today’s Ukraine). Hypothetically, an octagonal dome alluded to the Dome of the Rock, which tops the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, and – erroneously conceived as the Temple of Solomon – was a recognizable messianic symbol in Jewish art at least from the sixteenth century. Another theory affiliates these domes with the Tabernacle in the wilderness, the tent in which the Ark of Covenant reposed. Despite the diversity of meanings of the Temple as a solid structure, and the Tabernacle as a portable sanctuary, the synagogue domes, including those of Valkininkai and Voŭpa, might refer to both, as the Tabernacle prefigured the Temple in typological thought. Unlike the bimah-support and nine-bay masonry synagogues, the central piers of Valkininkai and Voŭpa bore only the lowest of the towering domes, cut in the center, and exposing the upper ones, “miraculously” hovering above the bimah (in fact, tied to the roof construction). The octagonal openings in the ascending domes were framed with wooden balustrades and festoons, set in illusionist proportions which visually enlarged the height of the vaulting.

While synagogues with interior supports represent the largest group, the prayer halls void of such supports distinguished less than half of the Lithuanian synagogues. Most halls
without supports were comparatively small rooms, spanned by flat ceilings. However, a few halls, including the older ones of the Great Synagogues of Marijampolė and Kėdainiai, were spacious, and spanned with an octagonal cove dome and wooden barrel vault respectively, built into the roof construction, like in many wooden synagogues. At times, the synagogue decorators exploited the centrality of the dome, depicting at its apex an eagle or Leviathan which alluded to the Almighty’s protection, or inscribing a set of verses that praised life, thus alluding beyond the architectural references of the visible shape.

All prayer halls, those with supports and those without, larger and smaller, are characterized by similar ratio between their length and breadth. The majority of halls were square or almost square. The broad halls, in which the breadth exceeded the length, constitute about one third of the all known synagogues and are twice more frequent than the long halls. This statistics shows a clear preference for comparatively long eastern and western walls. This can be explained neither by the urban situation of the synagogues, as happened at times in Western Europe, since the synagogues in Lithuania regularly stood detached from neighboring houses, nor by ancestral relationship with the ancient “broad house” synagogues of the Holy Land, which were totally forgotten in the Middle Ages and not yet excavated when the Lithuanian synagogues were built. Alternatively, this trend is explicable by the communities’ desire to increase the number of highly respectable and expensive seats by the eastern wall facing Jerusalem. A better acoustic and visual connection for women assembled at the western, rear side was another benefit of a broader hall. The prevalence of square and broad halls reflects the seminal role of the Jewish community in the design process, working with the architect, to whom a broad hall would have been unfamiliar in sacred buildings other than synagogues.

The oldest synagogues in the Commonwealth comprised only a prayer hall, a modest lobby and auxiliary annexes, like the sexton’s dwelling, and were compact structures. The later synagogues acquired vestibules, women’s sections, staircases, prayer rooms of particular associations and guilds, libraries and even communal prisons, which were built simultaneously or grew later around the prayer hall. All these premises were attached to the hall on its western, southern and northern sides. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the most typical arrangement of the auxiliary premises included the central men’s vestibule, southern and northern prayer or auxiliary rooms, and a staircase leading to the first-floor women’s section. The men’s entrance to the prayer hall, but not to the synagogue building, was regularly from the west, as halakhah demands that all who enter should face the Ark and the direction of prayer.

Women’s presence was seriously considered in the synagogue architecture. Though the halakhah demands only a quorum of ten adult men, it is believed that women’s attendance in the synagogues of the Commonwealth increased from the second half of the sixteenth century. As early as 1575, “a beautiful women’s gallery” was mentioned in the wooden synagogue of Przemyśl, and the Nachmanowicz Synagogue of L’viv was supplied with a women’s section during its reconstruction in 1595, on the thirteenth year of its existence, and with an additional one after 1609. It is unclear whether the women’s sections were built simultaneously with the core of the Great Synagogue of Vilnius; they certainly existed when the synagogue burned down in 1748, and were repeatedly reconstructed.

The earliest known women’s sections were built west of the prayer hall, above a vestibule, and were accessible by exterior open stairs. A solid wall separated these rooms
from the prayer hall, and a number of latticed openings served mainly for acoustic connection. For the first time in Isaac’s Synagogue in Krakow (1638–44) the prayer hall and the women’s section at its rear were spanned by one vault, and separated only by a light arcade. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the women’s annexes were built on the southern and northern sides of prayer hall when the growing communities necessitated additional rooms, and their openings were cut through the walls towards the hall. In rare cases, these new openings replaced the original tall windows of the prayer hall, as happened in Ostroh. In other places, like Slonim, an interior women’s section at the rear of the hall was introduced. In some later structures, as in the Great Synagogue of Kalvarija after World War I, the community decided to remove the women’s annexes, their openings were bricked up, and a gallery was newly built along the southern, western and northern walls of the prayer hall. The western, first floor location of the women’s sections was the most popular arrangement, found in every synagogue in Lithuania. Many women’s sections not only occupied the first floor above the entrance area; they protruded into the rear of the hall, resting on a row of slender columns or cantilevers. The number of such “balconies” exceeded more than twice that of synagogues with northern or southern women’s annexes; this ratio illustrates the communities’ desire, mainly in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, to preserve the integrity of the interior space and exterior mass, instead of expanding the synagogue. Three synagogues in Kalvarija (the Great Synagogue), Šiauliai (the Great Beit Midrash, 1895–98), and Vilnius (Taharat Ha-Kodesh, 1902) were designed with interior galleries on southern, western and northern sides, while the Choral Ohel Yaakov Synagogue in Kaunas was designed with galleries in the aisles, like in European Progressive synagogues, inspired in their turn by Protestant sacred architecture. A number of synagogues, including the wooden kloyz of the Burial Society in Plungė (1931) and several kloyzn in Vilnius lacked a women’s area entirely.

The degree of isolation of the women’s galleries differed greatly from synagogue to synagogue. The more pious, traditionalist communities preferred to install lattices in the openings, while the more “progressive” ones in large cities like Vilnius and Kaunas used no barriers to visually isolate women from men.

Composition of Architectural Masses

The composition of architectural masses as seen mainly from the exterior of a synagogue, differed from other types of sacred building. The synagogue exterior clearly expressed the distinctiveness of a Jewish place of prayer in largely Christian urban landscape. During the existence of the Commonwealth, this difference was predetermined by the limitations imposed by the Catholic Church mentioned above. For instance, the building permit for the synagogue of Vilnius from 1633 decreed that “its top should not rise above the height of dwelling houses, and it should not be similar to Catholic and Orthodox churches.” Moreover, rabbinic commentary dating from 1788 opposed the architectural models of the Gentiles. The synagogue buildings were distinguished mainly by their mass, much less exquisite and lofty than those of Christian churches.

Some synagogues were arranged in a single elongated rectangular mass, where the prayer hall occupied the eastern part of the building, and western part housed the rest. The earliest known example of such compact massing in the Commonwealth is the synagogue of Pińczów, built about the turn of the sixteenth century. In other synagogues,
the extensions grew beyond the original compact mass, and were added or removed according to communal needs. These annexes rarely broke two major rules: first, that they not be attached to the most important, eastern wall of the synagogue, which could only have a projection for the Torah ark, and second, their height rarely exceeded the sills of the windows of the hall, to let daylight in. Thus a synagogue surrounded with extensions assumed a pyramidal composition of masses, not necessary symmetrical, but impressive and picturesque.

Two symmetrical pavilions flanking the main front of a synagogue constitute a remarkable scheme of synagogue massing, hardly explainable by utilitarian requirements. Its beginnings are traceable to the second half of the eighteenth century; it was definitely present in the synagogue of Włodawa, presumably designed by Paolo Antonio Fontana (1696–1765) and built about 1774. The majority of such synagogues were erected in the vicinities of Hrodna and Białystok, and in Masovia; they were scattered over the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Volhynia and Podolia; we find such pavilions in the masonry synagogues of Jonava, Kaunas and Šėta, and in the wooden ones of Valkininkai (Fig. 3) and Vilkaviškis (Fig. 4). In the Piekotkas' opinion, their massing was influenced by the composition of noblemen's palaces and manors with their corner alcoves. An alternative inspiration for this composition might be the theoretical reconstructions of the Jerusalem Temple, popular in pre-Enlightenment Europe, where the porch flanked with side chambers is broader than the sanctuary (Fig. 5). These reconstructions followed the layout of the Herodian Temple known from the Mishnah: "The porch projected fifteen cubits to the north, and fifteen cubits to the south, and this was called the chamber of the slaughter-knives, for there they used to keep the knives. The sanctuary was narrow

behind and wide in front, and it was like to a lion, as it is written, ‘Ho, Ariel, Ariel,
the city where David encamped’; as a lion is narrow behind and wide in front so the sanctuary
was narrow behind and wide in front” (Middot 4:7). Hence, the flanking pavilions
on the synagogues’ front could refer not only to the elitist secular culture of the Commonwealth,
but bear certain religious and Jewish meanings as well. The reference to the imagery of the Herodian Temple is applicable also to the shouldered, T-shaped ground
plan of synagogues, which became popular in the nineteenth century. Such plans are
found in the Great Beit Midrash of Jonava (mid-nineteenth century, rebuilt after fires of
1896 and 1905), the Hasidic kloyz in Kaunas (1880), and in Balberiškis (Izidorius Kudo-
dis, 1938); in the Great Synagogue of Utena side annexes were added in the late 1930s.

The heavy, dominant mass of the prayer hall was often crowned with an attic wall in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This was dictated by the royal, clerical and
municipal demands to protect the roof of a synagogue from fire, or, alternatively, to save the
city from eventual blaze spreading from synagogue, where – to the disapproval of the
authorities – the candles were always lighted. Sometimes, like in the Great Synagogue
of Lutsk, the attic wall was demanded to provide the synagogue with a defensive by-
function. Moreover, the low attic walls of the synagogues could not compete with or be
similar to the steep gables and belfries of churches. Such synagogues were covered with
saw-tooth sunken roofs; the annex roofs were saw-tooth or lean-to. It was only towards
the end of the seventeenth and in the eighteenth century that the synagogues could afford
high gable roofs, which held up better under rain and snowfall. Their gables often ac-
quired a Baroque curtain-like scalloped shape, well suited to their high mansard roofs
(originally, in church architecture, such gables corresponded to a basilica with a higher
nave and lower aisles). Some old synagogues, initially crowned with attic walls, were re-
constructed to assume a gable roof; the Great Synagogue of Vilnius might have under-
gone such a transformation in 1794. In the first half of the nineteenth century triangular
Neo-Classicist gables became popular, and in the second half figured exotic gables,
which concealed ordinary gable roofs behind them, became preferable to the simpler
ones of the previous period. Hipped, half-hipped and half-gabled (gambrel) roofs were
less impressive, reminiscent of secular building rather than sacred architecture. The
most inventive were the eighteenth-century builders of wooden synagogues, who en-
hanced the skyline of high, multi-tier synagogue roofs with bulbs and concave slopes.
Statistically, the gable roofs were an absolute majority, while about one third of all the
roofs were hipped; half-hipped roofs constituted less than four percent, and half-gabled
roofs were rare indeed in Lithuania.

As shown in the introductory essay by Vladimir Levin in this volume, windows played
an important role in the synagogue architecture, not limited to the function of lighting.
The windows of the prayer hall often numbered twelve, thus referring to the Tribes of Is-
rael and implying a powerful eschatological message. This concept might be based on the
cabbalistic Book of the Zohar with its idea of the “upper synagogue,” a divine prototype
existing in Heaven (Zohar, Pekudei, 221a). The windows of the prayer hall were tall,
in most cases round-headed or segment-headed, in contrast to the common fenestration
dwelling houses. The windowsills were raised high above the floor to avoid distract-
ing the worshippers. The oculi, often placed at the top of the Torah ark, accentuated the
direction of prayer. Unlike the prayer halls, the other parts of the synagogue were lit by
smaller windows, often of more restrained contour, segment-headed or rectangular.
Due to the different fenestration in the western two-storey and eastern parts, such synagogues became almost iconic in the nineteenth century. Architectural historian Samuel Albert calls this type of structure “a split-storey synagogue.” Though unpopular in scholarly literature, this term reflects a real phenomenon in the synagogue architecture in Lithuania and beyond, especially within the Pale of Settlement of the Russian Empire.

The entrance doors to the synagogues were strictly specified either for men or for women. The men’s entrance often occupied the center of the main, western façade, whereas the women’s doorways were removed to lateral positions in the main or side façades; other options were also popular. Traditionally, the doors opened inward, like in a dwelling house. However, a fire in 1856 in which many Jews perished led to a mass “revision” and reconstruction of synagogue doors in the provinces of Augustów, Lublin, Płock, and Warsaw in 1857–58 on the initiative of the Polish Interior Office. Since then all synagogue doors opened outwards for safety reasons, while many synagogues, especially the wooden ones, added emergency exits from the prayer halls, a feature unthinkable in older times. These new doorways were regularly combined with the westernmost windows of the hall. In the interwar years some communities used such doorways as main entrances to their “cold” synagogues, and transformed the old dark vestibules into storerooms, as happened in Pakruojis.

**Exterior Signage of Synagogues**

The synagogue building did not need any exterior sign to be identified in towns of the Commonwealth, where everyone knew everybody else, and questions like “are you Jewish?” and “is this a synagogue?” were senseless. Jewish signage appeared only in the nineteenth century as a reflection of Western social and architectural patterns, which were meant to identify the “temples” of diverse rites. The most popular signs were the Tablets of the Law, the Star of David (significantly later), the two columns of Jachin and Boaz, and exterior inscriptions. These signs expressed the Jewish identity of the structure, and a certain openness to the exterior world. In this respect the Tablets of the Law were preferable for those communities which tended to address their neighbors, since the Tablets bore the moral code common to Jews and Christians. The Tablets, featuring rounded upper rims, were placed either on the apex of the synagogue’s western gable, as for example in Eišiškės, or, rarely, inside the gable, as designed for the Great Beit Midrash in Telšiai (1861) and the Taharat Ha-Kodesh Synagogue on Novaia Street in Vilnius (1877). However, even this manifestation of Jewish religion was unwanted at times by the authorities: it was crossed out in the design proposed for the Skuodas Synagogue by architect Semion Gorskii in 1867 (Fig. 6). The Star of David often appeared in plaster decoration or a glazing pattern, and was sometimes proposed as a crowning finial to the building in order to differentiate it from the sacred edifices of other religions, as was customary in large cities of Western Europe. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Hebrew inscriptions sometimes adorned the main façade of a synagogue. The verse (“For My house will be called a house of prayer for all the peoples,” Isaiah 56:7), was inscribed above the entrances to the “progressive” Choral synagogues Taharat Ha-Kodesh in Vilnius and Ohel Yaakov in Kaunas. This verse bore a universal meaning, acceptable by Christians as well. Another inscription, in Utena, appealed mainly to the Jews: ("How fair are your tents, O Jacob, your dwellings, O Israel," Num. 24:5), since it is the...
opening verse of the prayer pronounced when entering a synagogue. Some exterior Hebrew inscriptions or shields merely named the particular house of prayer and its generous donor: a kloyz in Utena bore a shield reading: "אהל יצחק מאיר שארפשטיין מארמֶיקְה ("Tent of Yitzhak Meir Sharpstein from America");" several kloyzn in the Vilnius shul hoyf had their names written above the entrances. The interior signs and inscriptions, starting with a customary verse above the entrance to the prayer hall: "This is the gate of the Lord; the righteous will enter through it," Ps. 118:20), was addressed exclusively to the members of Jewish community. The meanings of the inscriptions and decoration inside the prayer hall went far beyond those of exterior signs.

Liturgical Appliances and Interior Decoration

The most meaningful appliances of the prayer hall were the Torah ark and the bimah. The ark was not merely a repository for the Torah scrolls used during worship. It stood in the center of the eastern wall, and pointed to the sacred destination also by its decorative elements and inscriptions. The oldest known Torah arks of the Commonwealth from the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were restrained Renaissance or Mannerist stone constructions, sided by colonnettes or pilasters, crowned with straight, triangular or broken pediments, topped with finials, flanked with ornate "wings" and adorned with carving and inscriptions, which most frequently referred to the Crown of the Torah. These compositions possibly originated from representations of the Ark of Covenant and the Temple of Jerusalem, rooted in medieval art or even that of Late Antiquity. At times, depictions of the Menorah and the Shewbread Table decorated the doors of the repository for the Torah scrolls, as was the case in the Remah and the High Synagogues of the Kazimierz suburb in Krakow, unequivocally linking the ark to the Tabernacle in the wilderness and the Temple of Jerusalem. From the second half of the seventeenth century the arks tended to adopt the composition and decoration of Baroque altars of Catholic churches. The Torah arks of the Great Synagogue and an unidentified synagogue in Vilnius, originating in the eighteenth century, exemplify this phenomenon (Fig. 7).

However, in the eighteenth century these early types of ark gave way to Baroque multi-field and multi-tier trabeated wooden compositions based on a sinuous and stepped ground plan, which remained in fashion well into the 1930s (Fig. 8). Their columns and pilasters were accompanied with rich carving, subordinate to a number of themes. The columns' shafts were often twisted, thus pointing to the columns of St. Peter in Rome as a visual source. Many wooden arks were decorated with a spiraling vine, a motif borrowed from the Christian art of altars and iconostases, and also used in the title pages of Hebrew books. Artists of the arks obviously disregarded the Christological meaning of wine in ecclesial lore, and probably charged it with the meanings of Israel (Ps. 80:8–11). The multiple tiers of Torah arks allowed for the installation of three crowns, which pointed to the fourth, superior crown mentioned in Mishnah: "Rabbi Shimon said: There are three crowns: the Crown of the Torah, the Crown of Priesthood, and the Crown of Kingship; but the crown of good name excels them all" (Avot 4:13). Another vocative element was the Tablets of the Law, which linked the Torah ark to the Ark of the Covenant. The Tablets of the Law were mostly connected to the ark. Rampant lions, griffins or unicorns – proxies of the biblical Cherubim sitting on the Ark of Covenant – often supported the Tablets. Presentations of hands arranged for the Priestly Blessing (Num. 6:23–27) and vessels for ritual rinsing of hands also surmounted the
Tablets of the Law. Leviathan and the Wild Ox, which were primordially created and which will be slain for the righteous attending the eschatological feast appeared in the arks of Kėdainiai and Valkininkai (Fig. 9). The Torah ark was commonly topped with an eagle, single- or double-headed, which referred not only to earthly reign, but also to the Kinship of David from which the Messiah will come, and to divine power, and thus bore the Ineffable Name of the God of Israel. The eagle’s insignia included the shofar (ram’s horn) and lulav (palm frond) in the Torah ark of Valkininkai (Fig. 9), and the etrog (citron) and palm frond in Šaukėnai (Fig. 10). These attributes allude to the coming of the Jewish Messiah, when God will rule the universe according to Zechariah’s prophesy (Zech. 14:16). Of the three crowns mentioned by Rabbi Shimon, the Crown of the Torah was placed over the repository of the Torah, the Crown of the Priesthood over the Priestly hands, and the Crown of Kingship over the topping eagle.

Especially elaborate were the wooden carved arks in Jurbarkas (Fig. 11), Kelmė (Fig. 8), Kėdainiai, Marijampolė, Pakruojis, Prienai, Šaukėnai (Figs. 10, 12), and Vilnius (Fig. 13), known to us only from photographs and descriptions. Their abundant floral openwork and polychrome ornamentation presented an image of the Garden of Eden, as the Trees of Life and Knowledge were carved there symmetrically. Their floral environs were populated by a plenitude of animals, birds and fantastic creatures. According to Bracha Yaniv’s analysis of the ark in Druia – one of the masterpieces of this type from 1774–75, signed by Tuviyah ben Israel Katz of Kamajai – the ascending order of the Leviathan, a sea monster, fish, snake, cat, dove, bird, starling, tame goose, wild goose, stork, raven, small cattle, large cattle, gazelle, horse, field animals, lion and bear fairly corresponded to the textual sequence of Perek Shirah (Chapter of Singing), a popular compilation, mainly from the Psalms, which contained words of praise to the...
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Creator spoken by His creatures. The upper tier of the ark in Druia included Tablets of the Law and the Ineffable Name, inscribed in glass and set in front of a window. This feature echoed the design of some Baroque altars in Catholic churches in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, where a stained glass or a sculpted dove set in front of a window signified the Holy Spirit.

Parallel with these wooden arks, another type of masonry Baroque Torah ark developed in the synagogues of Čekiškė, Linkuva, Telšiai, Vilnius (Fig. 14) and Žagarė. Like their wooden counterparts, these brick and plastered trabeated, multi-field and multi-tiered structures were based on a stepped sinuous ground plan. This Baroque composition remained in fashion as late as 1900, as can be seen in the synagogue of Čekiškė constructed after 1887.

The upper tier of the arks in Linkuva, Žagarė and Čekiškė included Tablets of the Law, and in Linkuva and Žagarė – the Ineffable Name, inscribed in glass, set in front of, and illuminated by the eastern oculus, similar to the wooden ark of Druia. The decoration of the masonry Torah arks was limited mainly to architectural details. However, the ark of Čekiškė was naively painted. Its murals presented a new set of subjects: these were the Twelve Tribes of Israel, ordered according to their mothers, and placed from right to left in sequence of seniority. The presentation of the Tribes of Israel bore both eschatological and Zionist meanings, a reference to the gathering of the Diaspora in the Land of Israel. In this respect it was quite logical to place the signs of the Tribes on the ark virtually facing Jerusalem. The tribe of Benjamin appears in Čekiškė as a wolf under a starry sky and an “old” moon, an iconography which followed closely that of the Tribe of Benjamin proposed by Ephraim Moses Lilien (1874–1925), who was called “the first Zionist artist.” This kind of adoption became possible as naïve artists sought for visual sources in popular art produced by professionals, in realistic depictions of animals and landscapes of the Holy Land.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Neo-Classicist stylistics influenced a group of Torah arks, including those of Wyszogròd, Staszów, Fordon, Płońsk, and Kępno in Congress Poland. These were evenly divided into fields and trabeated tiers, adorned with porte-fenêtres and windows. The model of an ark for the synagogue of Salantai belongs to this group. As Zajczyk and the Piechotkas say, this type of composition referred to the elevation of the Temple of Jerusalem.

The Torah ark was thus a focus linking the worshipers with the essential points of the Jewish religion, its sacred sources and eschatological destination. The construction of such an ark was a matter of sophisticated craft and rigorous craftsmen’s ethics, and was carried out by Jewish artisans. In many cases ethical considerations forbade the master from signing his work, and the names of Shimshon son of Judah Leib in the ark in Prienai and Tuviyah son of Israel Katz of Kamajai carved into the arks in Druia and Jurbarkas (Fig. 11) were comparatively rare cases, for most arks remained unsigned. By contrast, memoirs from Pakruojis retained an image of the anonymous master of the ark as a poor, uneducated person, slowly working for minimal wages and fed by local Jews.

The importance of the bimah was second to the Torah ark. The oldest bimot known from Ashkenazi illuminated manuscripts were rectangular, high and supported by slender pillars. The free-standing bimot of the Commonwealth adopted rectangular, dodecagonal and octagonal shapes. They were framed with masonry or metal railing and canopies, like their predecessors from the German Lands and Bohemia. The artistic rendition
of the *bimah* became more elaborate as time went by, and many elements which first appeared in the design of the Torah ark were gradually transferred on the *bimah*. This holds true first of all in relation to the aforementioned twisted columns, promoted by Gianlorenzo Bernini in St. Peter’s Baldacchino (1624–33), which became especially popular in the Catholic countries of Europe. Its “dolphin back” canopy indirectly inspired a number of Baroque *bimot*, including those in Valkininkai (Fig. 15) and the Great Synagogue of Marijampolė.

Some free-standing *bimot* of Lithuanian synagogues assumed unusual, inventive shapes. For instance, the eighteenth-century rectangular *bimah* of the Great Synagogue of Vilnius initially featured twelve Corinthian columns and curved ribs, attributed to Johann Christoph Glaubitz (ca. 1700–67). This composition may have been inspired by Villalpando’s imagery of the Temple with its Corinthianesque order, symbolism of Twelve Tribes, and curved buttresses.

Another instance was the octagonal *bimah* of the wooden synagogue in Jurbarkas (Fig. 16), which was crowned with a cupola topped in its turn with a fenestrated drum and an onion dome. This *bimah* combined structural elements familiar from many other synagogues, but in a highly inventive manner.

In Jurbarkas (Fig. 17) the ceiling of this canopy was decorated with a central medallion containing a crowned, double-headed Russian Imperial eagle invested with scepter and orb, and encircled with an inscription: בִּנְשֹׁר יַעֲרֵי קָנָו עַל־גּוֹזְלָיו יַרְחֵף יַפְרְשָׁה כָּנְפֵי יָקָחוּוּ (Like an eagle that stirs up its nest, that hovers over its young, He spread His wings and caught them, He carried them on His pinions. The Lord alone guided him, and there was no foreign god with him,” Deut. 32:11–12),107 a subject known from the vault paintings of synagogues in Khodoriv (1714) and Smotrych (1746, both in today’s Ukraine).108 A naïve “Lithuanian” landscape painted in the ceiling of the canopy and on its cupola framed this image. Stars and moon lit the landscape, planted with coniferous and leaf-bearing trees animated with birds, giving a vivid response to the highest patronage proclaimed in the central medallion. The exterior sides of the cupola bore abbreviations: דָּמֶסֶק, שָׁバレֶל, שָׁלָעַל, אַלָּטְלָס, אֶלֶיַרְאָה אֲלָדוֹמָה, (damesek, shayelet, sharlat, atlas, eliezer aledomah, “Surely God is good to Israel,” Ps. 73:1). These abbreviations are known from the murals of the Old-New Synagogue of Prague, the synagogue of Boskovice (Czech Republic), and the wooden synagogue of Yabloniv (in today’s Ukraine).110 The closest known analogue is the wooden synagogue in Hrodna, where the lower register of the cove in its prayer hall was painted with a similar naïve landscape and inscribed with such abbreviations.

Later octagonal *bimot* in Pakruojis and Panevežys, very similar to one another, were crowned by carved cusped pediments, bearing the Divine Name and Stars of David.112 Their columns bore Corinthianesque capitals, and the shafts of the Pakruojis *bimah* were spiral-fluted, thus disclosing their relationship to the Solomonic order of St. Peter’s.
Some synagogues of Lithuania were decorated with paintings on their walls and vaults, a custom which cannot be detached from a broader geographical context. In the synagogues of the Commonwealth, painting flourished at least from the mid-seventeenth century, as the oldest preserved fragments from Krakow show, as well as works by Polish Jewish artists in Moravia. A numerous group of wooden painted synagogues emerged in the late seventeenth and throughout the eighteenth century in Ruthenia and Podolia. It included synagogues of Berezdivtsi, Hvizdets’, Yabloniv, Kamyanka Bus’ka, Khodoriv, Min’kivtsi, Mychalpil’, Smotrych, and Yaryshiv (in today’s Ukraine). Their abundant decoration has been studied only partially so far, as the monuments burned down, and essential archival photographs were rediscovered only in the 1990s. It these synagogues, the panels inscribed with prayers occupied the eye-level register of the walls, with the exception of the Menorah and the Shewbread Table. These were painted on the southern and northern walls respectively in the synagogues of Hvizdets’, Kam’yanka Bus’ka and Yabloniv, and thus hinted to position of these appliances in the Tabernacle and the Temple of Jerusalem. The figurative representations occupied the upper register of the walls and the vaults. Such subjects as the Lord’s hand, the Tree of Knowledge, the Ark of Covenant, the Tablets of the Law, a Leviathan encompassing a city, a Wild Ox, the four species of Sukkot, the burning city of Jerusalem, signs of the Zodiac and numerous depictions of animals, birds, plants and fantastic creatures covered these surfaces closely. This imagery originated from Ashkenazi Jewish visual art, which can be traced back to book illuminations of medieval Rhineland. The meaning of some depictions is clear even when not accompanied with inscriptions, and has already been mentioned in the decoration of the Torah arks, while the others are obscure, and thus the decorative program as a whole cannot be trustworthily interpreted. This type of synagogue decoration, though loosely specified, is believed to have reached the Grand Duchy from outside; it appeared in the wooden synagogue of Mahiloŭ (Mogilev) on the Dnieper River in 1740. It also traveled with Jewish artists from Ruthenia to Germany, and surfaced in the wooden synagogues of Horb am Main, Bechhofen, Kirchheim and Unterlimburg. In the Commonwealth it received some new subjects and underwent certain compositional changes, surviving into the nineteenth century.

Whereas some magnificent wooden synagogues in Lithuania, like that of Valki
nikai, were scantily painted, if at all, other synagogues suggest a relationship to the Ruthenian and Podolian patterns. The oldest paintings are known only from written descriptions: master Yoḥanan made them in the upper register of the eastern wall in Prienai in 1782. Although the imagery from this synagogue is traceable to the synagogues of Ruthenia, there the paintings were located higher, mainly in the domes, and not necessarily in the proximity of the Torah ark.

The oldest example of paintings retained in a photograph is known from Kėdainiai. The octagonal cove dome of its Great Synagogue (after 1784) was painted with a rampant lion and, supposedly, a unicorn above the Torah ark. A similar dome in the Great Synagogue of Marijampolė was decorated as a starry sky with a dominant Star of David, musical instruments referring to Psalm 150, the four animals mentioned in Pirkei Avot, and a view of burning Jerusalem. Whereas the starry sky, the four animals and the view of Jerusalem were common in older monuments, the Star of David and the numerous musical instruments were comparatively new subjects in synagogue painting. Multiple musical instruments appeared on the door of the Torah ark at Zelva in 1750–1800,
became popular in paintings of synagogues of central and Eastern Europe in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. They were painted in Apatov’s Synagogue, Gamsarski’s Kloyz and Lukiškės beit midrash in Vilnius. This subject should not be confused with another, also involving musical instruments: “By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down and wept, when we remembered Zion. Upon the willows in the midst of it we hung our harps” (Ps. 137:1–2), a motif known from synagogues in Przedbóz (ca. 1760), Yarshiv (1780), and Grojec (the first half of the nineteenth century). Musical instruments hanging on willows were present in the reported interwar paintings of the synagogue in Žagarė. Presumably, the repertoire of synagogue painting in Lithuania had its roots in that of the Commonwealth, and acquired new subjects in unbroken communication within the Ashkenazi Jewish artistic milieu.

It benefited also from the naïve art of local painters. Their work is exemplified by the wooden synagogue of Pakruojis, where a “Lithuanian” landscape (similar to that painted on the ceiling of the bimah canopy in Jurbarkas) encircled the entire dome, decorated by an anonymous folk artist in 1895. The painter acted as a true artist within a living tradition: he combined the well-tested subjects with such modern ones as a train driven by a steam locomotive, and tables with books and vases.

Concluding the review of interior decoration found in the broader context of historical geography to which Lithuania belongs, we may confirm that its subjects originated from the riches of Jewish art, anchored in medieval book illumination. These subjects surfaced in the synagogue paintings of the Commonwealth in the seventeenth century, and their repertoire continuously broadened through the following period. As in synagogue decoration elsewhere, the location of particular subjects did not follow any rigid canon. Their relative positions were often stipulated by the textual sequence, as was the case with animals referred to in Pirkei Avot and Perek Shirah, and especially when it conveyed a hierarchy, like Rabbi Shimon’s pronouncement on the four crowns. Certain spatial relations between the subjects were established within the sacred built prototype, as with Jachin and Boaz, Menorah, and the Shewbread Table. In the case of the Tribes of Israel, the sequence was stipulated by the seniority of the biblical protagonists. In the lands of the former Grand Duchy, including today’s Lithuania, the meaningful figurative subjects, well known from the paintings on the walls and especially domes of southern synagogues, were concentrated on the magnificent carved Torah arks, bimot, the upper registers of the walls and lower tiers of the cupolas. Thus most of the interior surfaces remained void of decoration, whereas the evocative nodes – the Torah ark, the bimah, and the eastern wall – were articulated by means of sculpture, painting and light, while paintings seldom appeared on the western wall, separating the prayer hall form the women’s section. It is possible that artistic freedom was limited by mundane restriction such as shortage of funds or even a short ladder, as Lemchenas suggested for the synagogue of Pakruojis. Notwithstanding, the Lithuanian synagogue interiors were strikingly clear, ordered and soberly concentrated on their dominant liturgical elements.

The Style and Meaning of Lithuanian Synagogues in Historical Perspective

Masonry synagogue architecture in Lithuania is traceable back to the seventeenth century, the oldest being the Great Synagogue of Vilnius. It was a unique edifice as to scale and interior design. However, it included many features undoubtedly linking it to the Baroque epoch: its central space, its elaborate and meaningful bimah, its Torah ark and
the stucco decoration of the vaults. Many exterior features of this synagogue have been lost through the centuries, and it is impossible to judge them from the preserved visual evidence. The later, eighteenth-century synagogue of Marijampolė and Kėdainiai, as well as that of VšĮampolė/Slobodka in Kaunas, allegedly built by an Italian architect, give an idea of a Baroque exterior. These were robustly articulated with pilasters, which divided the synagogue façades into even bays, with stringcourses breaking them into tiers. The returned impost moldings emphasized junctions between the pilasters and stringcourses, charging the façades with Baroque dynamism. As was mentioned, this expression was supported with the curtain-like shape of the gable in the cases of Marijampolė and VšĮampolė/Slobodka. The synagogue architects, who were undoubtedly Christians, for Jews could not participate in the masons’ guilds, eagerly employed local means of that period. In Kėdainiai, they closely followed the particular shape of the local Calvinist Church, its basket arches bridging between the pilasters. Together with other Baroque elements, including the four-pier layout, segment-headed windows, barrel and cove domes, bimot and Torah arks, this repertoire would mark the recurrence of the Baroque expression, its survival and revivals in the nineteenth and well into the twentieth century.

The Baroque as the prevailing style was followed by Neo-Classicism in the aftermath of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, under the Russian rule, as the stylistic change more or less coincided with the partition of the Commonwealth. This shift was stipulated by the taste of the nobility, the court of the last ruler of the Commonwealth Stanisław August Poniatowski (r. 1764–95), and the Russian court of Catherine the Great (r. 1762–96) and her successors. Whereas the nobles followed European patterns mainly for the needs of their manors, and seldom for reconstruction of private towns, the stylistic preferences of Russian monarchs had a decisive impact on architectural and urban policies of the absolutist empire.

In the Commonwealth, Neo-Classicism arrived from two directions. First, it was imported by the French-trained architects invited by the enlightened noblemen. This trend is represented by the reconstructed Vilnius cathedral and Town Hall designed by Laurynas Gucevičius (Wawrzyniec Gucewicz, 1753–98). The second trend depended on Palladian architecture, fashionable in Britain. The adoption of Neo-Classicism in the Commonwealth and its aftermath was not dogmatic, and even architects trained in France, like August Kossakowski (1737–1803), were enchanted by the Vilnius Baroque, and succeeded to reconcile it with classicist principles.

Neo-Classicism was imported to Russia in the 1760s, and had a strong French orientation until 1780. About that year the empress became tired of “normal” Neo-Classicism with its laws and science. For her new project in Tsarskoe Selo she wanted “a Greco-Roman rhapsody,” and from the mid-1780s, the Palladian Neo-Classicism of Anglo-Italian orientation, with its round-headed arches, cupolas and rustications became a dominant trend. Thus Neo-Classicism in Russia lost its universalist appeal, so loved by thinkers of French Enlightenment, quite early, and adjusted to varied cultural situations. Elements of Gothic Revival were also welcome in court architecture (Tsaritsyno, 1775) and beyond it, including the newly gained lands in the west. Later, in the first three decades of the nineteenth century, Neo-Classicism in Russia acquired a greater monumentality together with somberness, a lapidary expression of plain walls, sometimes accompanied with Egyptian and Ancient Roman motifs of interior decoration, referring to the French
Empire Style. The triumphant mood of the “Russian Empire Style” was inspired by the victory of Russia over Napoleon, and by the European openness of its elite.130

The influence of Russian architecture grew in Lithuania from the late eighteenth century, due to imperial administrative control. The Governor’s Palace of Vilnius (architect Vasilii Stasov, supervisor Karol Podczaszyński, 1824–34) is its most impressive example, featuring boldly plain wall expanses, an octastyle Ionic portico, Doric colonnades and pedimented windows adorned with the under-sill engaged balustrades. Gorgeous colonnades could hardly be elements of the synagogue architecture in Russia, where Neo-Classicism was appreciated also for its expression of hierarchies. In the words of a short guide to architecture (1789): “It is possible to build a wonderful structure even without orders. Columns belong exclusively to important, public buildings and to Tsars’ palaces, and even here one has to apply them with forethought.”131

Unlike in the Russian Empire, the Neo-Classicist synagogue architecture of European countries, mainly France, Germany, and the Habsburg Empire, reflected the benefits of Emancipation: monumentality, which signified a greater Jewish visibility in the urban landscape, and a novel and enlightened style, accepted by the entire society. This style was especially suitable for Reform Judaism, as it emphasized the communities’ thirst for the universal values.132 Of all these, only formal stylistic features were applicable to the Jewish architecture in Lithuania.

Neo-Classicism in Lithuania did not follow any specific western patterns in the synagogue architecture. Unfortunately, many structures which were built from the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, and supposedly bore Neo-Classicist features, did not survive in their original shape. The earliest firmly dated architectural plans are known from the synagogue in Aleksotas (1825). The landlord and sponsor of the synagogue, Józef Godlewski commissioned a plan, but the Governmental Commission of the Kingdom of Poland proposed an alternative design, which it considered “really beautiful,” prepared earlier for a synagogue in Filipów. Moreover, the commission had no normative model for a synagogue at that time.133 The plans depict a very modest wooden “temple,” a kind of a four-column prostyle with a stepped gable. Further Neo-Classicist designs are known from the Vilnius Užupio Street Synagogue (1841),134 the Great Beit Midrash of Panevėžys (Semion Gorskii, 1851)135 and the synagogues in Zarasai (1860)136 and Telšiai (1861 and 1866).137 All these were humble structures, with plain or rusticated wall surfaces often articulated by a rusticated plinth, pedimented windows, and Italianate voussoirs. They were covered with hipped or gabled roofs, adorned with acroteria. The synagogue in Zarasai and the Great Beit Midrash of Telšiai (1861), both designed by Semion Gorskii, were the most ornate among them. In both designs pilasters with returned impost moldings and depressed panels divided the walls into even bays. In Zarasai the first floor women’s area was articulated as a mezzanine with lateral half-gables and central gable. In Telšiai the doorway and fenestration somewhat resembled Palladian patterns; the western gable included Tablets of the Law, and, as in the design for Zarasai, was articulated with balls and acroteria. The side façade with its symmetrical eastern and western pedimented bays conceal the interior division of the synagogue space for the sake of exterior integrity. In these synagogues, the nine-bay interior layout and application of pilasters illustrates the survival of the Baroque into the second half of the nineteenth century, and its merger with Neo-Classicist means. The plot plans of synagogues in Vilnius (Užupio), Zarasai and Telšiai (1861) show the
impact of a Neo-Classicist urban approach and a concern for symmetry of built elements facing the street that was unknown in the old shulhoyfn.

In the 1830s a new trend surfaced in Russian architecture. This was the inauguration of a Neo-Byzantine style recruited to replace Neo-Classicism, which no longer satisfied Nicholas I, who saw it as related to western liberties harmful to his empire. Like other European nations disappointed with Enlightenment dogma, Russia should rather appeal to its usable past, presenting itself as the successor to Byzantium. Its Neo-Byzantine architecture, best exemplified by the Cathedral of Christ the Savior in Moscow (Konstantin Thon, from 1831) was parallel to such western European phenomena as Romantic Historicism in the Hapsburg Empire, the Rundbogenstil in Germany, and the Gothic Revival of August Reichensperger’s Cologne Circle and Augustus W.N. Pugin in England. Unlike its European counterparts, the Russian Neo-Byzantine style was based on a very narrow ideology, devised in 1833 as the guiding principle of the regime by its minister of education Sergey Uvarov “Autocracy, Orthodoxy and Nationality.” Within this triad, the non-Russian-Orthodox rites employed this style for their sacred buildings only in rare cases, presumably when they desired to express their loyalty and patriotism. Another version of Russian romantic nationalist style, based on pre-Peterine Muscovian architecture and designs by Ivan Petrovich Ropet (1845–1908), was created after the assassination of Alexander II in 1881 (the memorial Church of the Savior on Blood in St. Petersburg, Alfred Parland, 1883–1907), and circulated throughout the Empire from Warsaw and Helsinki to Port Arthur. Despite the theoretical support of the “Russian style” in discussions surrounding the designs of the choral synagogues in St. Petersburg (1872–79) and Kharkiv (1909, in today’s Ukraine) and even the willingness of the renowned poet and Jewish disputant in the St. Petersburg case, Judah Leib Gordon (1830–92), only scarce formal traces of such style can be found through the synagogues of the Russian Empire. Such “Russian” references may exist in the ogee arches of synagogues at Golta, Kremenchuk (both in Ukraine), Hrodna (1902–5) and Viduklė in Lithuania (1870, Fig. 18), for the ogee silhouette was considered “truly Russian” in architectural practice in the western borderlands of the Empire. Interestingly, a domical vault over Apatov’s Neo-Classicist synagogue in Vilnius was interpreted as a Byzantine feature in the early twentieth century: “An original synagogue with a little Byzantine cupola in the center was built in the early [18]60s,” stated an article on Jewish Vilnius.

The Neo-Byzantine was only one of the stylistic options in the Russian Empire of Nicholas I. Neo-Classicism, which was long supported by the academy in its “Neo-Greek” or “Pompeian” versions, as well as the “Gothic,” were still available. As the classicist forms became associated with the absolutist regime of Nicholas I, the “Gothic” increasingly expressed a tender and sensitive privacy, open to the charms of dreams and nature. However, from the mid-nineteenth century, its application shifted from nobles’ manors and mainly rural Russian-Orthodox churches to the urban churches of western rites, mainly Protestant, and to library and study interiors. At the same time, variations of the academic styles including Roman, Renaissance, Baroque, and the styles of Louis XIV, XV and XVI were associated with education, science, humanism and philanthropy and the material and cultural richness of patricians. From the outset, the application of Oriental styles – “Moorish,” “Chinese,” and “Japanese” – was minor in Russia, limited to bathhouses, smoking rooms, tea stores and mosques. Nevertheless, the Neo-Moorish
style, more and more popular in synagogue architecture in Europe, penetrated the Kingdom of Poland in 1840s, and did not escape public attention in Russia in 1870s.

In this cultural situation, the Jews in Lithuania, as elsewhere in the Russian Empire, remained with largely foreign (non-Russian-Orthodox) means for synagogue architecture. “Gothic” pointed arches became quite popular; aside from its occidental expression, “Gothic” might refer to the “antiquity” of the Jewish religion, without connoting classical antiquity, but rather indicating a hoary past. Moreover, the stylistics of late nineteenth and early twentieth century synagogues in Lithuania are notable for their eclecticism. “Gothic” pointed fenestration sat side-by-side with such Romanesque, Renaissance and Baroque features as arched bands, lisenes, pilasters and shaped pediments in scores of synagogues designed and built from the 1860s to the beginning of World War I. In the design for the Synagogue on Novaia Street in Vilnius (Mieczysław Strebejko, 1877), a moderate oriental flavor was added to the occidental, Gothic style. Such stylistic heterogeneity did not exceed the measures of eclecticism allowed in Russian architecture of the late nineteenth century, especially that of the apartment houses; it followed conventional historicist semantics. However, it was adjusted to Jewish architecture, and bore a certain “Jewish” meaning expressed in its foreign, even exotic, occidental and oriental details of decoration, combined with elements of local Baroque. This very eclecticism of architectural language may well be recognized as “Jewish,” because it was widely believed that the Jews did not possess any particular architectural style of their own, and had to borrow diverse styles from the nations among whom they dwelt through their history.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the synagogues in Lithuania, as well as many public and dwelling houses adopted the so-called “brick style,” a low-cost, rationalist architecture of muted expression, promoted mainly by the St. Petersburg Institute of Civil Engineers. Its main feature is unplastered brickwork decoration, occasionally polychrome. Notwithstanding its rationalism, the “brick style” followed historicist conventions, featured the same eclecticism and bore the same meanings as “plastered” architecture.

Another possibility of conveying Jewish identity through architecture was seen in the wholesale application of oriental styles. This derived from the conception of the Jews as the “Asians of Europe.” Invented in late eighteenth-century Prague, the “Moorish style” was reconfirmed in Bavarian designs from the 1830s, those of Berlin, Mainz and Warsaw of 1840s, developed in works by Ludwig von Förster for Vienna and Budapest in the 1850s, and thereafter became extremely popular throughout Central Europe until the 1890s. In later decades the influence of oriental stylistics faded in European countries: its advantage of a clear-cut, “pure” Jewish style as an expression of a proud otherness became its main hindrance with the growth of anti-Semitism and with a general withdrawal from historicist conventions. In the Russian Empire, and particularly in Lithuania, the application of oriental styles for synagogue architecture met with a number of difficulties. First, being Jewish was not something to boast of in a country where Jews had not been officially emancipated. Second, the Russian Empire with its volatile southeastern border was very sensitive to any attempts of constructing architectural identities through using the terms of the Orient. And third, the Jews of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were historically an occidental population, incorporated into Russia with its gains in the west, and belonged by their origins to Ashkenazi,
German Jewry. This identity was further emphasized by strategies of other Jewish groups such as the Karaites, who “certified” their oriental origins and did not hesitate to align with an oriental lifestyle. Because of these reasons, the oriental style reached the synagogues of Lithuania only at the beginning of the twentieth century, after the construction of the Great Choral Synagogue of St. Petersburg (1883–93). The first synagogue of similar style in Lithuania was the Choral Synagogue Taharat Ha-Kodesh in Vilnius (Daniel Rozenhauz, 1902–8), built later than the Neo-Moorish Choral Synagogue of Yelisavetgrad (1897), and almost simultaneously with those of Minsk and Samara. Its oriental overall style featured an iwan portico of Islamic architecture, bold horizontal stripes for the street façade, rose windows and interior capitals inspired by Alhambra; it was enriched by classicist means of Palladian “thermal” windows. The tripartite division of this window in the porch was used to set up two engaged columns, topped as minarets, referring to Jachin and Boaz. Its style, its location on a city thoroughfare and a lofty cupola signified the respectable embedding of the Jewish community in the townscape. However, after Vilnius became a part of the Polish Republic, it appeared that the move was not favored. The city guide stated: “The new Choral Synagogue […] has lost every connection with the tradition of Jewish synagogues in Poland, and is a banal, international structure with pretentions of the ‘Moorish style’.” The Choral Synagogue of Vilnius was followed by those in Šiauliai (1906), pierced with horseshoe windows, and Simnas (apparently early twentieth century) with its “brick style” horizontal yellow stripes on a red background, a hallmark of oriental expression. The oriental trend surfaced also in the interwar synagogues of Švėkšna (L. Prosinskis, 1928) and Kaunas (P. Taročkovas at 36 Sodu St., 1929). The latter design was adorned with dramatic pointed openings, in contrast to nineteenth-century European synagogues which were modeled on Moorish architecture with round-headed and horseshoe arches.

The style moderne, as Art Nouveau was called in Russia, which virtually succeeded historicism around the turn of the twentieth century, had very limited impact on synagogue architecture, and did not rupture the continuity of the historicist approach in Lithuania. Its circulation was limited by its initial non-historicist character and “decadent” connotations. Its traces can be found in the initial design for the Choral Taharat Ha-Kodesh Synagogue in Vilnius (1901), and in the Torah ark in the Great Synagogue of Kalvari-ja reconstructed after World War I, in a late, “Egyptian” version of the style moderne.

By contrast, the following wave of Neo-Classicism was quite influential. Being a historicist stylization only at its beginnings, it grew into a powerful trend which abandoned the vitality of the style moderne for the sake of a new rationalism and clarity of artistic expression. It was not an exclusively Russian development, being paralleled in the intellectual and artistic movement of the West, but the Russian impulse given by the Mir Iskusstva (World of Art) association, the numerous fashionable works by first-class architects and lively public discussion should not be discounted. Indeed, the leading Neo-Classicist architects of Vilnius (then under Polish rule), Stefan Narębski and Paweł Wędziagolski, were educated in St. Petersburg. Despite attacks on their programmatic universal art by critics who considered the sixteenth-century Italian architect Giacomo Vignola “the major saboteur and Russificator of Polish architecture,” Neoclassicism remained highly influential in Vilnius throughout the 1920s, its impact diminishing in the following decade. This style was also eagerly employed in Kaunas. It became popular in synagogue architecture in the Vilnius Region and the Republic of Lithuania.
The approach to architectural form was not uniform in these projects. While the designs for Anykščiai and Salantai made use of rustication and gigantic order, later works expunged any architectural order from their repertoire, and tended towards a greater formal simplicity. Neo-Classicist architecture of those decades was not totally opposed to the emerging modernist, international architecture: on the one hand, the logic and clarity of Neo-Classicism was akin to the rationalist approach of modernism, while on the other, interwar modern architecture was eagerly using classical means when a certain effect of solemnity and monumentality was needed. Thus, the yeshiva in Ukmergė was given vertical glazed strips and a socle of multiple projecting brick stringcourses from the modernist vocabulary, together with a Neo-Classicist triangular gable and symmetrical fenestration of the main façade. Alternatively, the synagogue in Ramygala was pierced with modernist rectangular windows of broadened proportions arranged in Neo-Classicist overall scheme. Unlike the modest architecture of the early 1920s, which reflected the hardship of the postwar reconstruction, the modernist Neo-Classicist synagogue in Biržiai was equipped with gigantic coupled pilasters, round-headed windows and a very low hipped roof, all reminiscent of totalitarian architecture of the 1930s.

The new wave of Neo-Classicism in the early twentieth century had a specific Jewish dimension in synagogue architecture. This was instigated by the archaeological discovery of the ancient synagogue in Kfar Bar’am (fourth century C.E.) in Upper Galilee. Its style, characteristic of late antiquity, spurred anew the debate about a genuine Jewish style, and even promoted the creation of a peculiar theory deriving ancient Greek architecture from that of the Semitic peoples. This development – together with a broader American trend – inspired the Neo-Classicist approach to synagogue architecture in the USA around the turn of the century. As Arnold W. Brunner, an American architect
with German-Jewish roots wrote in 1907, “with the sanction of antiquity it [the ‘classic’
style] perpetuates the best traditions of Jewish art and takes up a thread, which was bro-
ken by circumstances, of a vigorous and once healthy style.”170 The Jewish aspects of an-
cient classical architecture were popularized by a prestigious Hebrew magazine Ha-
Shiloah, edited by Joseph Gedaliah Klausner (1874–1958). However, the question to
what extent the synagogue architecture in Lithuania was influenced by this way of thinking
requires further investigation.

Another important though not very fruitful trend in synagogue architecture was the
so-called “native style,”171 a version of national romanticism of the first decade of Polish
independence. It surfaced in the architecture of village Catholic churches of the 1920s as
a compromise between the architects’ thirst for modernity and their fidelity to tradition
and concern for the cultural landscape.172 It was close to the “cottage style,”173 applicable
mainly, though not exclusively, to the architecture of residence. The best example of the
“native style” in synagogue architecture was an unrealized design by Antoni Adam
Filipowicz-Dubowik174 (1926) for a synagogue at 44 Subačiaus Street in Vilnius.175 This
project immediately brings to mind an earlier conceptual proposition of a “synagogue
for a town in Poland” (1909, Fig. 19)176 by a well-known Jewish architect and theoreti-
cian, Józef Awin (1883–1942), educated in L’viv and Munich, and active in L’viv. Awin
vigorously rejected the historicist styles of the nineteenth century, whether Neo-Gothic,
Neo-Moorish, Neo-Renaissance or Neo-Baroque, as irrelevant for Jewish architecture.
Instead, he promoted the common style of the local architecture customary before the
nineteenth century – a style which kept to the constraints imposed on the Jews in the past,
and bore a flavor of the “inherent” Jewish art which had allegedly survived in the
ghettos for centuries. In Awin’s opinion this Jewish style could be sensed by a visitor in
the traditional urban milieu, and the architect’s duty was to convey this sense to the pub-
lic. After Awin, decoration as such must be downplayed, modernized and altered, none-
theless retaining a lot in common with its prototypes.177 Thus Awin’s pioneering designs,
like those of Filipowicz-Dubowik, were no longer a slavish and eclectic copying of his-
torical forms, but an attempt to construct a contemporary Jewish style, “native” to the
townscape of the Commonwealth’s successor, that should be seen as a part of quest for
the “native style” shared equally by all peoples, including the Jews liberated from the
imperial yoke.

Another possibility of Jewish integration into the Lithuanian cultural milieu is evi-
dent in the application of Lithuanian folk motifs in interior decoration of synagogues in
Šaukėnai,178 Vištytis and Žagarė.179 It is unknown whether Lithuanian or Jewish carpen-
ters executed wooden decorative elements, but their designs originated from local lore,
and were appropriated for the embellishment of synagogues by the Jewish community.

Such a usage of vernacular decorative motifs might be seen as a local “folk” varia-
tion of Expressionism or Art Deco. Alternatively, the wooden synagogue in Kurkliai
(Povilas Jurėnas, 1935) illustrates another version of Expressionism, free of any folk
means, but invested with triangular “crystal” forms and asymmetrical composition of
masses, characteristic of modernist architecture and typical of the international circula-
tion of this style.

Tragically, the inspirations of the Jewish communities and the architects they hired
were cut short by World War II, and cannot be traced further on. The story of the destruc-
tion and reconstruction of particular edifices is given in the entries of this Catalogue.
In conclusion it may be said that despite many oppressive restrictions, synagogue architecture in Lithuania was plenteous, variable and meaningful. The interior design of the synagogue, its decoration, inscriptions and meanings answered the in-group demands, were subordinate to the ethics, aesthetics, liturgy and teleology of the community, and largely hidden from the exterior spectator. The interior synagogue layout and the design of its components were rooted in a broader area settled by the Ashkenazi Jewry. The artists of the Commonwealth introduced innovations and altered earlier forms, producing new regional types and subtypes, sustainable for long spans of time, as happened to the four-pier plan of the prayer hall and the composition of the Torah ark. They charged and recharged the visible forms with new significance comprehensible in and by the Jewish realm. The synagogue exterior, its massing, signage and architectural style were based on understandings with the non-Jewish authorities, in dialogue with neighboring groups and spoke to all parties. Thus architectural style in the age of competing classical, romantic and modernistic architectural concepts assumed varied meanings referring at times to the universal and timeless (Neo-Classicism), to a hoary past (“Gothic”), to the Golden Age of the Commonwealth (Baroque and the “native style”), to biblical and medieval times spent by Jews in the milieu of other Semitic peoples (Neo-Moorish), to oscillation between the a-historical and retrospective (style moderne), and once again universal, focused on the “here” and “now” (modernism and Expressionism). Architectural style could also express foreignness and otherness (“Gothic” and Neo-Moorish), relatedness to the local usable past (Neo-Baroque), affiliation with the Russian Empire and its (largely non-Jewish) legacy, and sharing cultural values with the re-emerging nations (“native style,” folk motifs). Thus the architectural style of the synagogue conveyed notions of “always,” “then” and – more rarely – “here and now.” It proposed a number of formulae for Jewishness in architecture, from the “pure” Neo-Moorish to an eclectic compilation of “pedigreed” styles of the peoples among whom the Jews had wandered. Seldom did the synagogue exterior quote elements of Jewish eschatology, like Jachin and Boaz, and the widened front of the Herodian temple. The semantic dichotomy of the synagogue, with its interior consistently expressive of the final Jewish destination, and its exterior of highly variable signification, is itself a marvel of sophisticated meaning-making. It is difficult to agree with those scholars who interpret it as a manifestation of a Jewish double-consciousness. The interior arrangement was traditionally the highest priority of the Jewish community, a haven in a hostile surrounding world, while the exterior could be negotiated and compromised for the sake of the very right to possess a synagogue. This dichotomy was far more profound than the Jewish Enlightenment maxim, “Be Gentile outside and a Jew at home.” The Jewish strategy in formulating the synagogue style was rather akin to the Evangelical parable: “render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s” (Luke 20:25), which is good advice on how to survive under the imperial yoke. The appearance of the synagogue was negotiated by architects, authorities, politicians, Jewish and non-Jewish intellectuals, but also the founders of the synagogue and the building committee, and thus by the community itself. It provided Jews and non-Jews with a channel of cultural communication, a bridge, at times narrow and shaky, giving a hope of mutual understanding. The Catalogue of Lithuanian synagogues and houses of worship proves that this virtual bridge is still available for movement in both directions.
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